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ABSTRACT
Equatorial deep jets (EDJs) are equatorially trapped, stacked, zonal currents that reverse direction every
few hundred meters in depth throughout much of the water column. This study evaluates their structure
observationally in all three oceans using new high-vertical-resolution Argo float conductivity–temperature–
depth (CTD) instrument profiles from 2010 to 2014 augmented with historical shipboard CTD data from 1972
to 2014 and lower-vertical-resolution Argo float profiles from 2007 to 2014. The vertical strain of density is
calculated from the profiles and analyzed in a stretched vertical coordinate system determined from themean
vertical density structure. The power spectra of vertical strain in each basin are analyzed using wavelet de-
composition. In the Indian and Pacific Oceans, there are two distinct peaks in the power spectra, one Kelvin
wave–like and the other entirely consistent with the dispersion relation of a linear, first meridional mode,
equatorial Rossby wave. In the Atlantic Ocean, the first meridional mode Rossby wave signature is very
strong and dominates. In all three ocean basins, Rossby wave–like signatures are coherent across the basin
width and appear to have wavelengths the scale of the basin width, with periods of about 5 yr in the Indian and
AtlanticOceans and about 12 yr in the PacificOcean. Their observedmeridional scales are about 1.5 times the
linear theoretical values. Their phase propagation is downward with time, implying upward energy propa-
gation if linear wave dynamics hold.
1. Introduction
Equatorial deep jets (EDJs) are equatorially trapped,
stacked, zonal currents that alternate direction every
few hundred meters in depth. The jets are present in all
three ocean basins, throughout much of the water col-
umn (Johnson et al. 2002; Johnson and Zhang 2003;
Luyten and Swallow 1976). In recent years, the effects of
the EDJs on water-mass property distributions have
been studied in the Atlantic Ocean. For example,
Schmid et al. (2005) find that EDJs affect zonal transport
of intermediate and deep water masses in the Atlantic.
Brandt et al. (2011, 2012) argue that as well as venti-
lating the deep equatorial Atlantic Ocean, the EDJs
even force interannual atmospheric variability through
their upward energy propagation. We are not aware of
similar studies in the Indian and Pacific Oceans, even
though the equatorial Pacific strongly affects global cli-
mate on interannual and perhaps longer time scales
(e.g., Ropelewski and Jones 1987; England et al. 2014).
Thus, we are motivated to study the structure and dy-
namics of the EDJs across all three oceans.
Many different surveys and analyses have focused on
EDJs signatures at the equator in the Pacific. In merid-
ional velocity transects at 1688 and 1798E, dropsonde
profiles recorded features with vertical scales of hun-
dreds of meters and time scales longer than the 1-month
cruise (Eriksen 1981). These data exhibit very little
zonal coherence, perhaps owing to the Gilbert Islands
separating the two transects. Using an equatorial tran-
sect of dropsonde profiles, Leetmaa and Spain (1981)
find zonal currents of;300-m vertical scale with a zonal
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coherence of greater than 108 of longitude. Firing (1987)
uses 16 months of dropsonde measurements in meridi-
onal transects at 1598W, collected during the Line Is-
lands Profiling Project as part of the Pacific Equatorial
Ocean Dynamics (PEQUOD) campaign, to investigate
these deep zonal currents. That study finds EDJs with a
vertical scale of 150–400m between the thermocline and
3000-m depth that exhibit sporadic vertical shifts in
position. Ponte and Luyten (1989) perform spectral
analysis on 16 months of dropsonde and CTD data col-
lected over 208 longitude also as part of the PEQUOD
campaign to study the EDJs. They see two peaks at 560
and 400–331 stretchedmeters (sm) and call the latter the
EDJs but have a difficult time characterizing the EDJ
signal. Using historical CTD data, Johnson et al. (2002)
find EDJs in the eastern equatorial Pacific with a vertical
wavelength of 400 stretched decibars (sdbar) and a
decades-long period.
The use of unstretched and stretched vertical co-
ordinates in various studies makes an exact comparison
of wavelengths difficult, as the vertical density profiles
used for the stretching would be required. However, the
reported EDJ vertical wavelengths appear to be in
general agreement. As long Rossby and Kelvin waves
are geostrophic, their signatures in vertical strain and
zonal velocity should have identical vertical wave-
lengths (e.g., Eriksen 1982).
Dropsonde measurements in the western Indian
Ocean collected in April and June 1979 allow identifi-
cation of zonal jets of 500–429-sm vertical wavelength at
the equator (Ponte and Luyten 1990), longer than that
in the Pacific. Velocity and CTD profiles along 80.58E in
the Indian Ocean between December 1990 and Sep-
tember 1994 find EDJs with a vertical wavelength of
660 sm (Dengler and Quadfasel 2002).
In the Atlantic Ocean, velocity profiles from sections
along 358 and 138W find EDJs with a vertical scale of
400–600m, also larger than the vertical scale in the Pa-
cific (Gouriou et al. 1999). Velocity profiles along 358,
238, and 108W from the summer of 1999 show coherence
of EDJs over 258 of longitude (Gouriou et al. 2001).
Vertical strain sections from historical CTD data show a
peak around 661 sdbar in the Atlantic Ocean with a pe-
riod of 5 6 1yr, downward phase propagation, and a
zonal wavelength of 708 6 608 longitude (Johnson and
Zhang 2003). Similar period results are found from Argo
float velocity data and much higher temporal resolution
moored velocity profiler data (Brandt et al. 2011).
Many studies have interpreted EDJ observations in
the Pacific within the framework of linear wave theory.
Eriksen (1981) recognizes the need for long-period
Rossby waves to explain the width of the jets, but
also finds that Kelvin waves may play a role and that
short-period, mixed Rossby–gravity waves may help to
explain meridional velocities at the equator. Leetmaa
and Spain (1981) suggest that the EDJs are either long
Rossby or Kelvin waves. The two spectral peaks seen by
Ponte and Luyten (1989) are interpreted separately. The
peak at 560 sm is characterized as a first meridional
mode equatorial Rossby wave, and the peak at 331–
400 sm is characterized as a packet of Kelvin waves.
Muench et al. (1994) find that the EDJs perturb poten-
tial vorticity, a feature that is seen in equatorial Rossby
but not Kelvin waves. Johnson et al. (2002) suggest that
the EDJs in the eastern Pacific may be consistent with
Kelvin wave phase relations but without the benefit of
much off-equatorial data to distinguish between Kelvin
and Rossby waves. Thus, the interpretation of the EDJs
in the Pacific appears ambiguous.
In the IndianOcean, Ponte and Luyten (1990) find the
component of the EDJs with vertical wavelength of
429 sm to be consistent with Kelvin wave phase relations
but could not resolve the feature with 500-sm vertical
wavelength. On the other hand, Dengler and Quadfasel
(2002) find the EDJs at 660-sm vertical wavelength to be
consistent with a nondispersive, first meridional mode
Rossby wave by phase relations and meridional distri-
butions of zonal velocity. From current meter moorings
in the eastern Atlantic, Weisberg and Horigan (1981)
find EDJs to be similar to long Rossby waves. Drop-
sonde measurements taken at 368W are most consistent
with Kelvin wave dynamics (Eriksen 1982). The me-
ridional structure of vertical strain of the EDJs is con-
sistent with first meridional mode Rossby waves,
although too broad for simple inviscid theory (Johnson
and Zhang 2003). Brandt et al. (2011) find the maximum
explained variance of the 1000-m Argo velocities for a
high vertical mode, westward-propagating Rossby wave
signature of basin wavelength.
This study investigates the EDJs in all three ocean
basins to compare and contrast their features. We use
vertical strain jz, a measurement of the squashing and
stretching of the density field, to analyze the EDJs. We
compute vertical strain from a large quantity of histor-
ical shipboard CTD and Argo float profiles. Vertical
displacement has also been used to analyze the density
field (e.g., Eriksen 1982) but can be aliased by profile-
to-profile differences in salinity calibrations (Eriksen
1981). To avoid these errors, which could be a very
significant source of noise when using data from many
different instruments and cruises, we use jz instead. We
use the Wentzel–Kramers–Brillouin–Jeffreys (WKBJ)-
scaled stretched pressure (sdbar) as a vertical coordinate
to account for the impacts of varying stratification
(Leaman and Sanford 1975). We discuss the data used
and their processing in section 2.Weprovide a qualitative
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description of vertical strain sections from the Pacific in
section 3 and follow with quantitative analysis using
wavelet decomposition in all three ocean basins in
section 4. In section 5, we summarize and discuss the
results.
2. Data and processing
Here, we use amix of high-vertical-resolution shipboard
CTD and recent Argo profiles, supplemented where nec-
essary by lower-vertical-resolution Argo profiles. Tradi-
tionally, owing to a slow data telemetry system and power
limitations, Argo floats sample at varying resolutions
with a median of around 70 samples per 2000-m profile.
Vertical sample spacing for these floats generally in-
creases with increasing depth. Starting in 2006, Argo
floats that report data at a vertical resolution of 2 dbar
began to be incorporated into the global network, with
many of these floats deployed in the equatorial Pacific
beginning in 2010. This increased sampling resolution
is made possible by the use of the Iridium satellite for
communication. Compared to the Argo profiles, the
shipboard CTD stations available are quite sparse in
space, but owing to their longer historical record, as
well as the fact that they sometimes extend to the ocean
bottom, they are included in analysis (Fig. 1). Ship-
board CTD data were assembled from the National
Oceanographic Data Center (NODC), Pacific Marine
Environmental Laboratory (PMEL), and CLIVAR
and Carbon Hydrographic Data Office (CCHDO)
databases.
We find 7113Argo profiles within68.58 latitude of the
equator across the Pacific Ocean dating from January
2010 to May 2014 that reach at least 1990-dbar pressure
with no data gaps larger than 20dbar (Fig. 1; Table 1).
These profiles are only from Argo floats using Iridium
telecommunications. We add to those data profiles from
2863 shipboard CTD stations reaching at least 1990dbar
and containing no data gaps of greater than 20dbar
within68.58 of the equator across the Pacific (Fig. 1) for
the years 1974 to 2012, after carefully screening for and
eliminating any possible duplicate stations. Data are
sparse from 1972 to 1984, so these years are not plotted
in Fig. 1.
There are as of yet very few Iridium Argo floats in the
equatorial Indian Ocean, so we use 1965 profiles from
traditional and Iridium Argo floats collected from 2007
to 2014 to supplement the 1143 shipboard CTD stations
that reach at least 1990-dbar pressure collected from
1978 to 2007 within68.58 latitude of the equator (Fig. 1;
Table 1). We only use Argo profiles with what we deem
sufficient vertical resolution. In concordance with the
traditional Argo float data sampling schemes, and our
stretched vertical coordinate system, we require finer
vertical sampling closer to the surface. We allow no
gaps .100 sdbar anywhere in the 400–1990-dbar range
over which spectral analyses are applied to these
profiles.
Again, there are very few Iridium Argo floats in the
equatorial Atlantic Ocean, but because the Atlantic
signal has the largest vertical wavelength, and because
there are sufficient shipboard CTD profiles to resolve
the EDJ signals in the Atlantic (Johnson and Zhang
2003), we use only those 1312 shipboard CTD profiles
from the Atlantic reaching at least 3000dbar collected
from 1972 to 2012 within 68.58 latitude of the equator
and containing no data gaps of greater than 20 dbar
(Fig. 1; Table 1).
Profile processing follows Johnson and Zhang (2003).
First, the individual profiles are interpolated to a regular
2-dbar pressure grid, whereupon they are low-pass fil-
tered with a 20-dbar half-width Hanning filter and sub-
sampled at 10-dbar intervals (Johnson et al. 2002). The
profiles are then used to estimate buoyancy frequency
squared N252(g/r)(›r/›z) by centered differences
over 20-dbar spans, where g is the acceleration due to
gravity, z is depth, and r is the potential density refer-
enced to a local central pressure. Linear wave theory
dictates that the local vertical stratification affects the
amplitudes and wavelengths of features present in the
water column; so, to compensate for this depth-
dependent factor, WKBJ scaling and stretching is used
(Leaman and Sanford 1975). This method compensates
for vertical variations in the time-averaged vertical
stratification by stretching the vertical coordinate sys-
tem and scaling the signal amplitudes. Thus, variations
of vertical wavelength and amplitude of wave signatures
modulated by vertical variations in the time-averaged
vertical stratification are minimized, the better to iden-
tify features using standard spectral methods.
We compute approximate temporally and laterally av-
eraged vertical profiles of N and N2 for each basin, de-
noted respectively by hNi and hN2i as required by the
WKBJ scaling (Fig. 2). These quantities are computed by
averagingN andN2 at each pressure level for every profile
within each basin, after which they are smoothed verti-
cally by a 39-point (200-dbar half-width) Hanning filter
(Johnson and Zhang 2003). From the filtered profiles, we
compute theWKBJ-scaled pressure p*5 (1/No)
Ð p
0hNi dp
for each basin where No is the pressure-averaged
value of hNi (Table 2) within that basin. This trans-
formation results in the pressure range for each basin
being identical in the stretched and unstretched co-
ordinate systems. We choose the maximum depth of
this range to be the zonally averaged depth of each
basin along the equator to allow estimates of the
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vertical mode numbers of the EDJs. However, these
average depths (Table 2) may be less than those used in
other studies, so vertical mode numbers are not nec-
essarily directly comparable.
From N 2 we compute vertical strain jz 5
(N22 hN2i)/(hN2i) to reveal stretching and squashing
of the density field. The profiles of jz are first estimated
on the original pressure grid and then interpolated
onto the stretched pressure grid. For this interpolation,
if hNi.No, then a simple linear interpolation is used,
but if hNi,No, then the raw values are slightly
smoothed to preserve energy for vertical wavelengths
of 20 sdbar and longer as a result of simple linear in-
terpolation aliasing short wavelength information
(Johnson and Zhang 2003).
We focus on the vertical range from 400 to 1990dbar
in the Indian and Pacific Oceans and 400 to 3000dbar in
the Atlantic, regions where the deep jets are most ap-
parent. While deep jets have been observed as shallow
as 250 dbar, we limit the top of our range because
stratification changes dramatically above 400dbar and
varies widely across basins. Previous studies have noted
FIG. 1. Geographic locations of deep profiles taken since 1972 in the (a) Pacific and (c) Atlantic and Indian Oceans
as well as the longitude–time locations of deep profiles taken within 60.58 latitude of 61.58 in the (b) Pacific and
(d) Atlantic and Indian Oceans.
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EDJs as deep as 3000dbar in the Pacific and Indian
Oceans (e.g., Johnson et al. 2002; Dengler and
Quadfasel 2002), but our range in these two oceans is
limited by that of the Argo float data, which are neces-
sary to characterize the EDJs across the entire basins
using vertical strain.
3. Qualitative description
Since the EDJs have been shown to be equatorially
trapped and geostrophic (Eriksen 1982; Muench et al.
1994), their zonal velocity anomalies correspond to
squashing and stretching of the density fields at the
equator, as exemplified by vertical strain jz. The re-
lationship between jz and zonal velocity depends on the
type of wave (Fig. 3). An equatorial Kelvin wave has an
on-equatorial maximum amplitude of vertical strain and
velocity (Fig. 3a), but a first meridional mode Rossby
wave has an off-equatorial maximum in the vertical
strain amplitude and an on-equatorial maximum veloc-
ity amplitude (Fig. 3b). The maximum amplitude of jz is
at the equator for Kelvin waves and off the equator for
first meridional mode Rossby waves (Fig. 3), making it
possible to use jz to differentiate the two. In contrast,
zonal velocity maxima are at the equator for both waves.
The main advantage of jz is that density is measured
much more often than velocity, allowing basinwide an-
alyses of jz over long time scales. Of course, there are
other phenomena, such as the much shorter time-scale
mixed Rossby–gravity waves, that have a signature in
vertical strain fields. Those phenomena are not resolved
by the CTD profiles analyzed here and thus are treated
as noise.
We discuss vertical strain contoured against pressure
versus latitude, longitude, and time in the Pacific to
identify the EDJs. The jz profiles are smoothed by a
loess filter with a half-width of 150 sdbar here, so as to
reduce noise while not overly reducing the power
spectral peak at the;250-sdbar vertical wavelength that
will be seen in the wavelet analysis of unsmoothed
profiles in section 4. The profiles used for the meridional
and zonal sections were taken between July 2013 and
May 2014 to capture waves at one instance in phase of
the EDJs, while averaging over the noise of high
vertical mode, mixed Rossby–gravity waves and other
high-frequency phenomena. Annual Rossby waves,
while prominent, have vertical wavelengths of a few
1000m (e.g., Kessler and McCreary 1993), so they are
not present in the range of vertical strain vertical
wavelengths analyzed here. The time period used limits
FIG. 2. Profiles of hNi (s21) (solid line) plotted against stretched
pressure (sdbar) on the left with reference pressures (dbars) on the
right for the (a) Pacific, (b) Indian, and (c) Atlantic Oceans. Ver-
tically averaged values (No) for each basin are also indicated
(vertical dashed lines). Horizontal dotted lines bracket the vertical
ranges of the vertical strain profiles used for wavelet analysis in
each basin.
TABLE 1. Summary of profile data used.
Pacific Indian Atlantic
CTD 2863 1143 1312
Argo — 1941 —
Iridium Argo 7113 24 —
Total 9976 3108 1312
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the data to high-resolution Argo profiles. The contour-
ing is done by ordinary linear interpolation.
Smoothed, meridional–vertical strain at two well-
sampled meridians in the western and eastern Pacific
Ocean (Fig. 4) displays signatures of the EDJs. At both
1658E and 1108W, an off-equatorial maximum is seen at
around 618 to 61.58 latitude in the sections. This off-
equatorial maximum is stronger and perhaps farther
from the equator at 1658E. The off-equatorial signal is
alsomore coherent deeper in the water column, whereas
the on-equatorial signal is more coherent shallower in
the water column. There also appears to be a longer
vertical wavelength—about 350 sdbar—for the feature
at 61.58 latitude than for the feature at the equator,
which has a vertical wavelength of about 250 sdbar.
Smoothed zonal–vertical strain fields within 0.258
latitude of the equator and of 61.58 latitude for July
2013 toMay 2014 exhibit coherence over different zonal
scales (Fig. 5). Along the equator, the vertical strain is
not obviously coherent over large zonal or vertical
scales. In contrast, at61.58 latitude, the signal is visually
coherent over the pressure range considered and across
the entire basin. The zonal wavelength is visually esti-
mated to be the width of the basin, with the phase
propagating downward to the east, especially east of the
date line.
Smoothed equatorial versus off-equatorial temporal–
vertical strain fields in the eastern equatorial Pacific
(Fig. 6) also have differing characteristics, upon visual
analysis. At the equator, visual inspection suggests a
signal in vertical strain that may be propagating upward
with time with a period of about 2.5 yr, but the weak
coherence makes that conclusion very speculative. In
contrast, at 61.58 latitude, the signal seems to propa-
gating downward with time with a period of about 12 yr
over the entire pressure range. Of course, inferring a
12-yr period from visual inspection of a 4-yr record
implies a very tentative estimate, but the signal at61.58
latitude is much more coherent than the signal at the
equator.
In summary, there are two different latitudes in the
Pacific at which there aremaxima in the amplitude of the
strain fields, one at the equator and the other at around
61.58 latitude (Fig. 4). The peak in the strain field at the
equator is broadly consistent with the structure of an
equatorial Kelvin wave, and the off-equatorial peak in
the strain field is broadly consistent with an equatorial
first meridional mode Rossby wave, except for some
indications of hemispheric asymmetry, which are ad-
dressed below. The equatorially peaked feature might
be propagating upward in time with a period of 2.5 yr
(Fig. 6a) but lacks the coherence to determine the zonal
scale. The off-equatorially peaked feature seems to be
propagating downward with time with a period of about
12 yr and propagating downward to the east with a zonal
wavelength of the width of the basin (Figs. 5b, 6b).
Overall, the off-equatorial signal is muchmore coherent
than the on-equatorial signal.
4. Quantitative analysis
EDJs in the Pacific have been shown to be localized
below the thermocline in the water column with maxi-
mum amplitude near 2000dbar (e.g., Johnson et al.
2002). Because EDJs may vary with pressure, wavelet
analysis (Torrence andCompo 1998) is well suited for an
energy and phase analysis of the EDJs. The profiles used
for wavelet analysis are not the smoothed profiles used
in section 3 but instead the interpolated profiles that
should resolve signals down to a 40-sdbar vertical
wavelength. The coarser sampling of the traditional
Argo profiles we use in the Indian Ocean means that
some of the shorter vertical wavelength energy will be
lost, resolving down to 200-sdbar vertical wavelength,
TABLE 2. Quantitative analysis parameters for and characteristics of first meridional modeRossby waves in all three basins. Parameters
include the depth-averaged buoyancy frequency No (s
21); the values of variance of strain s2 used for normalization; the mean bottom
depth along the equator; the observed vertical wavelength lz; the implied vertical mode given lz and the mean bottom depth; the
theoretical (l-theoretical) and observationally estimated (l-fit) meridional scales; the theoretical (lx-theoretical) and observationally
estimated (lx-fit) zonal wavelengths; and the observationally estimated periods of the waves.
Pacific Indian Atlantic
No (s
21) 0.0022 0.0022 0.0020
Mean variance (s2) 0.0885 0.0625 0.0987
Mean bottom depth (dbar) 4050 4200 4100
lz (sdbar) 207 , 360 , 933 203 , 428 , 961 373 , 467.5 , 635
Vertical mode 39 . 22 . 8 41 . 19 . 8 21 . 17 . 12
l-theoretical 0.518 , 0.678 , 1.088 0.518 , 0.738 , 1.098 0.658 , 0.738 , 0.858
l-fit 1.008 1.098 1.088
lx-theoretical 1448 718 718
lx-fit 878 , 1278 , 2348 368 , 678 , 4458 568 , 688 , 898
Period-fit (years) 10 , 12 , 15 4.4 , 4.9 , 5.6 4.6 , 4.8 , 5.0
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but with the restrictions we put on vertical gaps in the
data for those profiles, they still well resolve the EDJ
signals.We apply wavelet analysis over 400–2000dbar in
the Pacific and Indian Oceans, and 400–3000dbar in the
Atlantic Ocean, because these are regions where hNi
does not vary too much laterally, so the stretching and
scaling is likely to be valid (Eriksen 1981). Since jz is a
normalized, prewhitened quantity, no preparation is
required for the wavelet analysis (Johnson and Zhang
2003). We use a Morlet wavelet as the wavelet function,
following Johnson and Zhang (2003). The profiles are
zero padded to minimize edge effects, and the regions
where edge effects are important are blanked out. The
spectra for each basin are normalized by the mean var-
iance s2 of all profiles in each basin that are located
further than 638 latitude from the equator (Table 2).
This normalization allows us to look at near-equatorial
departures from an off-equatorial background level of
vertical strain variance. The reduced vertical resolution
of the traditional Argo profiles included in the Indian
Ocean analysis may be part of the reason that s2 is lower
there than in the other two oceans.
Mean power spectra reveal meridional and vertical
structure of the EDJs (Fig. 7). We analyze non-
overlapping bins centered at 08, 60.338, 60.678, 618,
61.58, 628, . . . , 658 latitude. In all three ocean basins,
we see peaks in the power spectrum on and off the
equator (Fig. 7). In both latitude ranges, peaks are lo-
cated near the center of the pressure range. We focus
our discussions on these peaks.
In all three oceans, the equatorial peak has a slightly
shorter vertical wavelength than the off-equatorial peak
(Fig. 7). The equatorial and off-equatorial peaks are all
strongest in the Atlantic and weakest in the Pacific
Ocean. The vertical wavelength of the off-equatorial
peak is longest in the Atlantic and shortest in the Pacific
(Fig. 7; Table 2). Also, in every ocean basin there is an
equatorial peak localized in the upper part of the water
column (around 800 dbar) with a significantly shorter
vertical wavelength than the other features. This peak
may not be related to the EDJs.
The power spectra along the center of the pressure
range analyzed (976 dbar in the Pacific, 1034dbar in the
Indian, and 1240dbar in the Atlantic) for the bins at
various distances from the equator show the meridional
structures of the various peaks (Fig. 8). The Pacific
Ocean has a very broadband peak at the equator with a
vertical wavelength of 120–400 sdbar and a much nar-
rower peak near618 latitude with a vertical wavelength
of 360 sdbar (Fig. 8a). The Indian Ocean has similar
broadbanded structure near the equator but perhaps
bracketed by distinct peaks at 120 and 400 sdbar, again
with a narrow peak at 428 sdbar around 61.58 latitude
(Fig. 8b). In theAtlantic, there is a very strong peak near
61.58 latitude at a 467-sdbar vertical wavelength and a
weaker peak near the equator at 400-sdbar vertical
wavelength (Fig. 8c). Here, we suggest that the distri-
bution of power with increasing distance from the
equator at the vertical wavelengths of the equatorial
spectral peaks is a combination of Kelvin waves, which
FIG. 3. Schematic of meridional structure of zonal velocity (U,
dotted–dashed line) and vertical strain (jz, solid line) for (a) an
equatorial Kelvin and (b) a first meridional mode equatorial
Rossby wave. Each x axis is normalized by the Kelvin wave me-
ridional scale, and y axes show scaled amplitudes. Figure follows
Johnson and Zhang (2003).
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decay with distance from the equator, and first meridi-
onal mode equatorial Rossby waves, which have an off-
equatorial peak. In what follows, we focus more on the
off-equatorial peaks, showing that their vertical wave-
length, period, and zonal wavelength are all consistent
with the dispersion relation for first meridional mode
equatorial Rossby waves in each ocean basin. Further-
more, their meridional structure, while somewhat broader
than predicted by theory, otherwise agrees with it as well.
The power of jz of a first meridional mode equatorial
Rossbywave is given by bf[11 2(y/l)2] exp[20:5(y/l)2]g2.
For an equatorial Kelvin wave, power is given by
dfexp[20:5(y/l)2]g2. Here, b is the Rossby wave energy
level and d is the Kelvin wave energy level, and
l5 (c/b)0:5 is the meridional scale, with b 5 2.3 3
10211m21 s21 being the meridional derivative of the
Coriolis parameter and c5 (lzNo)/(2p) being the Kel-
vin wave phase speed. Using the power spectra at the
pressures (1049dbar in the Pacific Ocean, 906dbar in
the Indian, and 1240dbar in the Atlantic) and latitude
bins (618 in the Indian and Pacific Oceans and 61.58 in
the Atlantic) with maximum off-equatorial signal in
each basin, the vertical wavelengths for which the vari-
ance drops to half-maximum from the peak amplitude
are used for uncertainty ranges (Table 2). This in-
formation is used to compute the likely ranges of l and
vertical mode number (for the zonally averaged depth,
perhaps less than the depth used in previous studies) in
each ocean (Table 2).
We can further quantify themeridional structure of the
EDJs by examining the power at the pressure of the
maximum variance at the longer vertical wavelength (off
equatorial) peak in each basin (Fig. 9) as a function of
latitude. We use the same nonoverlapping latitude bins
for this purpose, fitting the observed mean meridional
structure of power to that predicted for equatorial Kelvin
and Rossby waves of energy d and b, respectively, along
with a background energy level a (Fig. 9). In addition to
those three free parameters, we allow l, the meridional
scale for the waves, to vary from the a priori theoretical
value in each basin (Table 2). The observational esti-
mates of l are larger by a factor of 1.5 than the theoretical
values in all three basins. However, only the observa-
tional estimate of l in the Atlantic Ocean disagrees sig-
nificantlywith the theoretical prediction from linear wave
theory when the confidence limits (given by the un-
certainties in vertical wavelengths derived from the
widths of the spectral peaks) are considered. At the
wavelength and pressure levels analyzed in each basin,
the fits again suggest that the very strong Rossby wave
signature dominates in the Atlantic Ocean, even at the
equator. In contrast, in the Indian and Pacific Oceans the
Kelvinwave signatures have slightly higher peak energies
than the Rossby wave signatures. Overall, equatorial
planetary wave energy levels are intermediate in the In-
dian Ocean and lowest in the Pacific. However, even in
the Indian and PacificOceans, the Rossbywave signature
dominates the vertical strain off the equator.
FIG. 4. Meridional section of smoothed jz within62.58 longitude of (a) 1658E and (b) 1108Wusing high-vertical-
resolution Argo CTD data taken from July 2013 toMay 2014. Strain profiles are averaged in 0.58 latitude bins prior
to contouring. Contour interval is 0.2 for black lines with negative values blue and positive values red.
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Finally, in each ocean basin we estimate periods and
zonal wavelengths from observations by fitting a plane
wave [e.g., sin(2px/lx2 2pt/t1f)], where the free
parameters are the zonal wavelength lx, the period t,
and the phase offset f [see Johnson and Zhang (2003)
for more information on plane wave fitting]. We make
these fits to phase estimates from each profile for the
coherent, narrowband, off-equatorial Rossby wave–
like peaks in the power spectra (Table 2), again at the
pressures where the peaks are a maximum in each
basin (Fig. 9). For each basin we carefully select an
off-equatorial latitudinal band and a cutoff variance
below which we do not attempt to fit the phase esti-
mate from a profile (Fig. 10). The plane waves explain
only a fraction of the variance, and results are some-
what sensitive to choices of latitude bands and cutoff
variances. Our selections minimize uncertainties in
the fits by concentrating on phase estimates from
profiles with a strong signal. Nonetheless, there is a
significant spread in the phase residuals, especially in
the Pacific and Indian Oceans (Fig. 10). In the Atlantic
Ocean, the signal variance is much higher, and the fit is
better. Again, the plane waves explain only a fraction
of the variance in each basin, but they do indicate
coherent signatures of the EDJs at basin scales and
very long time periods. Furthermore, while there is
sometimes asymmetry of the off-equatorial signal in
quasi-synoptic sections (Fig. 4), basinwide coherent
signals isolated by the planewave fits are indistinguishable
when the analysis presented here is performed separately
in each hemisphere (not shown). The coherent signals
appear to be symmetric across the equator, as expected
for long Rossby waves.
The periods estimated from these plane wave fits are
12 (10–15) yr in the Pacific, 4.8 (4.6–5.0) yr in the At-
lantic, and 4.9 (4.4–5.6) yr in the Indian Ocean (Fig. 10;
Table 2). The zonal wavelengths estimated from the fits
are 1278 (878–2348) longitude in the Pacific, 688 (568–898)
in the Atlantic, and 678 (368–4458) in the Indian Ocean.
The 2.5%–97.5% uncertainty ranges in parenthesis are
calculated here using effective degrees of freedom esti-
mated following Johnson and Zhang (2003) but cor-
recting an error in how they applied those degrees of
freedom in the uncertainty estimates and calculating
those uncertainties for frequencies and zonal wave-
numbers rather than periods and zonal wavelengths. In
all three oceans, phase propagation for these fits is
westward and downward in time, with the latter sug-
gesting upward energy propagation if these features are
indeed linear, first meridional mode, equatorial Rossby
waves. While the uncertainties for the zonal wave-
lengths are large, their central values are on the order of
the zonal width of their respective basins at the equator.
Also, given the vertical wavelength and the estimates of
the period in each basin, the zonal wavelengths pre-
dicted for a first meridional mode equatorial Rossby
wave agree very well with the central values of the ob-
servational estimates of that quantity from the plane
wave fits (Table 2). Here, the theoretical zonal wave-
lengths are given by the linearized, first meridional
mode, Rossby wave dispersion relation lx 5 (c/3)T,
where c is the Kelvin wave phase speed (Table 2). We
estimate c from the observational estimate of the verti-
cal wavelength lz from the spectral peak and the ob-
servational period T estimated from the planar fit.
Increasing variance to the west at those wavelengths,
FIG. 5. Zonal section of smoothed jz within60.258 latitude of (a) the equator and (b)61.58 latitude. Strain profiles
are averaged in 3.58 longitude bins prior to contouring. Other details are as in Fig. 4.
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pressures, and off-equatorial latitudes is also apparent in
all three ocean basins (Fig. 10).
5. Discussion
Vertical strain signatures in all three ocean basins
exhibit a relatively broadband spectral peak at the
equator over a large range of pressures below the ther-
mocline with vertical wavelengths of a few hundred
stretched decibars (Fig. 7) and variance amplitudes
significantly larger than background levels found a few
degrees or more from the equator (Fig. 8). The decay in
amplitude of these peaks with increasing distance from
the equator is consistent with high vertical mode,
equatorial Kelvin waves (Fig. 9). However, we are un-
able to find large-scale zonal or temporal coherence to
this signal, perhaps owing to its broadband nature
caused by the superposition of Rossby and Kelvin wave
signals.
In contrast, there is a narrowband, off-equatorial peak
with slightly longer vertical wavelengths than the
broadband equatorial peak (Figs. 7, 8) in all three basins.
The pattern of variance amplitude for this peak with
distance from the equator is grossly consistent with the
structure of the first meridional mode, equatorial
Rossby wave, although its meridional scale is about
1.5 times wider than the theoretical scale in all three
oceans (Fig. 9; Table 2). These Rossby wave–like
structures exhibit large-scale zonal (Fig. 5) and long-
time temporal (Fig. 6) coherence. Fits of a plane wave to
the phase of these off-equatorial peaks in each basin,
while somewhat noisy in the Indian and Pacific Oceans
(Fig. 10), nonetheless confirm coherent signals across
the basin and over the sampling times with observational
estimates of vertical wavelengths, periods, and zonal
wavelengths that are completely consistent with the
dispersion relation for first meridional mode, equatorial
Rossby waves (Table 2). In all three ocean basins, the
phase propagation for this signal is westward and
downward in time, consistent with a Rossby wave and
suggesting upward energy propagation if linear wave
theory is applicable.
There are large differences in the variance of these
signals in the different basins (Figs. 7, 8, 9). The stron-
gest, most coherent signal is theRossbywave–like one in
the Atlantic Ocean, which dominates in that basin. In
the Indian and Pacific Oceans, the Rossby wave–like
and Kelvin wave–like signals are of similar amplitudes,
with the Pacific having the smallest amplitude signals. In
addition, variance of theRossbywave–like signal appears
to increase to the west at the pressures of maximum
variance and the vertical wavelengths of the off-equatorial
spectral peaks in all three ocean basins (Fig. 10). Of
course, given the sparse sampling in space and time in
the Atlantic and Indian Oceans, and the short (with
respect to an estimated 12-yr period) 4 yr of intense
sampling in the Pacific (Fig. 1), it is possible that this
pattern is aliased. On the other hand, it does appear in
all three ocean basins.
Over the years, EDJs have been interpreted differ-
ently using linear wave theory, but the different results
are not as inconsistent as they first may seem. Ponte and
Luyten (1989) find two peaks in their power spectra in
the equatorial PacificOcean, one at 560 sm and the other
at 331–400 sm. They characterize the peak at 560 sm
as a first meridional mode Rossby wave and the peak
FIG. 6. Temporal section of smoothed jzwithin60.68 latitude of (a) the equator and (b)61.58 latitudewithin658
longitude of 1108Wusing high-vertical-resolution Argo CTD data taken from 2010 to May 2014. Strain profiles are
averaged in 0.4-yr bins prior to contouring. Other details follow Fig. 4.
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at 331–400 sm as a packet of Kelvin waves. If we adjust
for different No used, the wavelengths of the peaks are
nearly identical to those we find. Their interpretations of
the different features are also almost identical to ours.
The main difference is that Ponte and Luyten (1989) do
not include the peak at 560-sm vertical wavelength as a
component of the EDJs. From Fig. 4 and the analysis
done in section 3, it is clear that a component of the
EDJs includes the Rossby wave–like signal. Johnson
et al. (2002) interpreted the Pacific EDJs as a Kelvin
wave. However, they were only able to find a coherent
phase pattern over a range of only 508 longitude in the
FIG. 7. Power spectra of jz from all profiles (left) within60.178 latitude of the equator and (right) between60.838
and 61.258 latitude of the equator in the (a),(b) Pacific, (c),(d) Indian, and (e),(f) Atlantic Oceans. Contour in-
tervals for variance are s2, where individual profiles have been normalized by the mean variance of profiles
reaching 1990 dbar poleward of 38 latitude from the equator in each ocean basin (Table 2).
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eastern Pacific, so their results are limited. They esti-
mated the period to be decades long, a result that is in-
consistent with the equatorial Kelvin wave dispersion
relation. However, the analyses in Johnson et al. (2002)
do reveal a peak in the power spectrum at a vertical wave-
length longer than the Kelvin wave feature identified
FIG. 9. Average power of vertical strain binned by distance from
the equator at the vertical wavelengths and pressures of the peaks
around 61.58 latitude in Fig. 8 in the (a) Pacific, (b) Indian, and
(c) Atlantic Oceans. Two standard errors of the mean (error bars)
are used to approximate two-tailed 95% confidence intervals.
Amplitudes of fitted Rossby waves (dashed lines), fitted Kelvin
waves (dashed–dotted lines), and the sums of the two (solid lines)
are shown for each basin.
FIG. 8. Average variance squared vs vertical wavelength for
various latitude bins (see legend) across the (a) Pacific, (b) Indian,
and (c) Atlantic Oceans. The power is taken from a depth of
976 dbar (2410 sdbar) in the Pacific, 1034 dbar (2500 sdbar) in the
Indian, and 1240 dbar (2580 sdbar) in the Atlantic Ocean to max-
imize the vertical wavelengths resolved. Vertical scales vary from
smallest in the Pacific to largest in the Atlantic.
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in the western Pacific, although they classify it as broad-
band noise. Thus, the signature of the Rossby wave is
present even in Johnson et al. (2002), but they did not
have sufficient off-equatorial deep CTD casts to find its
coherent pattern across the basin. Iridium Argo floats
have remedied that situation, allowing new insights into
basinwide, off-equatorial, Pacific, Rossby wave–like sig-
natures in the present analysis.
Both Muench et al. (1994) in the Pacific and Johnson
and Zhang (2003) in the Atlantic suggested that the
observed EDJ signatures were about 1.5 times broader
than their theoretical meridional scales. Our results
agree with these two studies, extending that pattern to
the Indian Ocean. Muench et al. (1994) suggest that the
presence of high-frequency motion aliases the observed
meridional scale. In a modeling study, Greatbatch et al.
(2012) consider this widening, suggesting mixing of
momentum along isopycnals as the cause. They find a
widening by a factor of 1.5 over the linear theory for a
realistic value of the diffusion coefficient.
Johnson and Zhang (2003) analyze vertical strain data
and find the EDJs in the Atlantic to be primarily first
meridional mode Rossby waves with a period of 5 yr, a
zonal wavelength the order of the basin width at the
equator, and downward phase propagation. Analyses of
velocity data by Brandt et al. (2011) show results con-
sistent with these findings. Our analysis confirms these
results with a somewhat longer sampling period. In the
power spectra computed in Johnson and Zhang (2003)
there is also a broadband peak located at a vertical
FIG. 10. Histograms of residuals of plane wave fits (Table 2) to phase estimates from vertical strain spectra at the
pressures and vertical wavelengths used in Figs. 8 and 9 for the (a) Pacific Ocean using profiles with variance
exceeding a 4.6 cutoff within 60.118 of 61.48 latitude, (c) Indian Ocean exceeding 2.6 variance within 60.178 of
61.48 latitude, and (e) Atlantic Ocean exceeding 1.0 variance within 60.68 of 61.58 latitude. Variance for the
stations (o’s) within those latitude ranges plotted vs longitude alongwith the three cutoff levels used (vertical dotted
lines) in the (b) Pacific, (d) Indian, and (f) Atlantic Oceans.
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wavelength slightly shorter than the Rossby signature,
although the Rossby wave peak is much more powerful.
Eriksen (1982) recognizes the Kelvin wave component
in vertical displacement profiles by phase relations at the
equator, but a secondary peak in energy is seen around
61.58 latitude at 368W, consistent with a first meridional
mode Rossby wave.
In the Indian Ocean, a broad peak was seen by Ponte
and Luyten (1990), with a range of 500–429 sm. The
signal at 429-sm vertical wavelength was classified as a
Kelvin wave, which agrees with our analysis. The signal
at 500 sm is then likely the first meridional mode,
equatorial, Rossbywave–like signature that we find. The
peak at 660-sm vertical wavelength seen by Dengler and
Quadfasel (2002) was found to be a first meridional
mode Rossby wave, consistent with our analysis. Of
course, the temporal and zonal coverage afforded by the
CTD profiles allows us to make relatively robust esti-
mates of the period and, to a lesser extent, the zonal
wavelength of this signature.
It has also been suggested (e.g., d’Orgeville et al. 2007;
Bunge et al. 2008; Brandt et al. 2012) that the EDJs
resemble basin modes (Cane and Moore 1981), which
include equatorial Kelvin and long Rossby waves with
zonal wavelengths equal to the basin width. The basin
mode period is equivalent to the sum of the Kelvin and
Rossby wave periods, so 4/3 that of the Rossby wave
alone. The zonal wavelengths on the order of the width
of the basins found here in all three oceans, at least for
the Rossby wave–like signals, are quite suggestive in this
regard. Also in agreement with our findings, the me-
ridional scale of these waves is broadened bymean zonal
current structure, at least in the Atlantic (Claus et al.
2014), and to a greater extent by eddy viscosity
(Greatbatch et al. 2012), both of which eliminate the
formation of a midbasin caustic (Claus et al. 2014).
However, there are some aspects of the observations
that are less consistent with a basin mode. Our inability
to detect a coherent, basinwide, equatorial Kelvin wave
signal may be one discrepancy. Also, the observed var-
iance of the off-equatorial strain at the Rossby wave
peak vertical wavelength increases to the west in all
three basins (Fig. 10), at odds with the signature of a
simple modeled basin mode, where the Rossby wave
signature dissipates with distance from the eastern
boundary (Claus et al. 2014). The observed variance at
the peak vertical wavelength variance at the equator
(not shown) is fairly uniform with longitude in all
three basins, where that simple modeled basin mode
might exhibit variance decaying in amplitude from west
to east.
The differences and similarities among the charac-
teristics of the EDJ signatures in the three different
oceans may help to narrow the possible range of plau-
sible generation mechanisms for the EDJs. One mod-
eling study, McCreary (1984) suggests that EDJs are
superpositions of many long wavelength Kelvin and
Rossby waves, but the most visible in the model are a
Kelvin wave and a first meridional mode Rossby wave.
The deep jets have also been theorized to be generated
by unstablemixedRossby–gravity waves (e.g., Hua et al.
2008; Ascani et al. 2010). If that theory holds, howmight
it explain the differences in amplitude in the Atlantic
and the other two oceans? Another theory for EDJ
generation includes large vertical-scale instability in
western boundary currents (d’Orgeville et al. 2007). In
support of this theory, the presence of stronger deep
western boundary currents in the Atlantic than in the
other two oceans might help explain the larger-
amplitude EDJ signals there. Also, the upward energy
propagation observed may be consistent with a deep
western boundary current source, since a deep energy
source might imply upward energy propagation, away
from that source (Brandt et al. 2011). Ascani et al. (2015)
find that deep signatures of tropical instability waves in
an idealized numerical Atlantic Ocean rectify into low-
frequency baroclinic Kelvin and Rossby waves (the
EDJs) that form resonant basin modes. Their numerical
EDJ characteristics are in broad agreement with our
results. However, their EDJs weaken when realistic
coastlines and seasonally varying winds are included in
the model.
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